


What is the role?  Float Volunteer  

What will I actually do?   

Be a volunteer member of Battle of Flowers and join a float team to help decorate and make your 
chosen float the most beautiful ever!  

You can join a parish or organisation submitting a float and help be part of the magic of Battle in 
finishing the floats to maximise their floral best. 

With dextrous hands you will work under the guidance of your chosen float team who will show you 
how to handle the flowers and attach them to the float, or, you may have some good sewing, 
engineering or building skills to assist with any last minute structural or costume elements.  

In a timely manner act on all instructions ensuring the element you are given responsibility for is 
well managed and that you are also safe in what you do.  

You will be listening to and acting on instructions from the float management teams to help them 
deliver a stunning float on time.  

What skills do I need to have?  

Good listening skills. You will need to listen,  learn and then action the requests made of you. 

Have happy hands that are able to attach flowers onto floats with care and attention, following 
designs and requests to achieve the best result possible.  

Be a supportive team member, to help drive a cohesive, positive experience for everyone you are 
coming into contact with.  

Always being mindful you are a member of a team that together is not only responsible for the 
efficient decoration of a float but ensuring working around and about the float is safe for everyone. 

What else do I need to know?  

Is it paid?   No, these are volunteer positions  

What are the hours   Each float team will have different hours and needs, so we can help  
    you can find a float that works with your availability.  The final couple  
    of days before the parade are the busiest so a float may want you for 
    as much time as you can spare.   

I’ve another question Please email us on people@Battleofflowers.com  

mailto:people@Battleofflowers.com

